
Date & Title: 20th June Ascot 5f Windsor Castle 

4.25 Areen Faisal, Chatburn, Declarationofpeace, Dahik, Dragon’s Tail, Magnus, Roussel, Sound 

And Silence, Nootka Sound 

3.75 Corinthia Knight, Declarationoflove, Excellently Poised, James Garfield ,June Dog, Last Page, 

Simmy’s Copshop, T For Tango 

3.5  

3.25 Elizabeth Darcy, Marchingontogether 

3 Black Orange City Guest 

2.75 Another Batt, Mokaatil 

1 Autumn Lodge  

Preview – It looks hard to oppose the three foreign runners, Declarationofpeace, Notka Sound and 

Elizabeth Darcy. The fact that Corinthia Knight is 4th in speaks volumes for the quality of the UK 

opposition. If just one of these is a bit special it will be game over. 

Of those I have seen Dahik and June Dog stand out at the prices, currently 65 and 60 respectively on 

BF and are perhaps worth a small e/w bet. Another one with lots of potential still is Mokaatil, his 

second on debut to Nine Below Zero for Owen Burrows suggests he is a better one as most of his 

have been hopeless on debut. 

 

 

Prior race notes 

Areen Faisal – Lightly made lower medium, taller, narrow. A completely different model from Sound 

Of Silence. Another ‘now’ type. Not much to him but might be better if he fills out. 73 

 

Corithia Knight – smallest in height in the field but looked in fantastic condition. Every muscle 

defined and coat gleaming. Good attitude. No doubting how well he won this and could perhaps 

even pick up another weak novice under a further penalty. Just a concern that as soon as he comes 

up against a proper sized one with a bit of ability his size will find him out. 73 

Dragons Tail – Green in the prelims and looking overawed. Ok frame with the potential to get up to 

medium sized. Generally likeable good walker but far from ready to seriously compete. More 

mentally than physically and should go close nto. 72 

Dahik – Small but strongly made, a good Society Rock sprinter. Didn’t think he was ready to run as 

well as this as he looked a bit bulky. Develop well with time. 80 



Declaration Of Love – just under med size for time of year. An opportunity here to assess how Tom 

Clover would turn out his 2yos. DoL looked as fit as anything in the paddock, was well behaved and 

ran a competent race from a wide draw jumping well and tracking the winner until 2f out under 

hands and heels 71 

June Dog – delighted to see my impressions from Doncaster confirmed here. Sean Levey said after 

that he may have only just coped with the ground. Possibly a better performance to come on fast 

ground. Ready looking, neatly made, barely medium. Looked relaxed on his 2nd trip to a course, 

completely different to debut. Jumped out and controlled the race. Never headed. Although it 

looked close at the end, JD wandered a bit and if not for that always had the race under control 78 

James Garfield – Lost 5l at start and looks potentially the best horse. Interesting to see if Charlie 

Fellowes can bring him on. Bit rangier than the first two, longer but not taller. 76 

Last Page – Well, hard to know what happened here. She is a leggy hat rack but with enough size to 

win something as she has shown in her early runs. Clearly has a kink as she wasted no time in getting 

rid of poor John Egan. Possibly a 65+ if she is not completely mad. 

Black Orange – Bigger and stronger unit than the winner, not as neatly made and a notably poor 

walker. I would put this defeat down to that more than preparation issues. That proximity on debut 

to Hellovaqueen now makes more sense and the 2nd div of the Brocklesby may be pretty poor. As the 

only one with experience he should have done better. 62 

City Guest – Ok chunky type, not fully fit despite 2to, probably broken by trying to go with principals 

early, bound for nurseries. 70 

Roussel – Longish low slung model, not really above mid small bar his length. 75 

Sound And Silence – Medium size. Strongly made well-built type, a bit downhill and looked to be 

carrying plenty of condition. Enough to lead me into thinking he would need the run and that Charlie 

Appleby was not going to have them ready fto. In the event like Said Bin Suroor’s early debuts last 

year there is an underlying level of fitness and/or class that enables them to beat an averagish field 

of lesser types. 84 

Autumn Lodge – Just a trundler, looked fit enough. 65 

Mokaatil – Too free early, did well to run on in the way he did. Lower end of medium. 75 

Sound And Silence review – A curates egg of a result with sound And Silence who was my highest 

rated winning and Mokaatil who I mentioned in preview finishing 4th. My two e/w fancies (June Dog 

and Dahik)at huge prices both ran poor races and are probably over-rated.  



 

Sound and Silence – Still not the most likeable sort and 84 feels about right to me. 



 

Roussel – Small but strongly made, Improved from debut. 80 

 

James Garfield – Powerfully built lad. Maybe needs 6f. 78 



 

Mokaatil – Slowly away here, Crowley had a mare of an Ascot. Drawn next to S & S he explored half 

of the track before getting him going properly. Is it the poison chalice of stable jock to Hamdan but 

he seemed to lack confidence here. I am tempted to swerve him at Ascot, Sandown and Goodwood. 

Good deep chest and should improve past some of these. 82 

Last Page – Smuggler Evans somehow managed to get this one past me and into the paddock 

without a picture. She clearly has lots of ability in her narrow frame. But does her position here 

undermine the others? 75 



 

Elizabeth Darcy – Better looking of the two yanks. 75 

 

Dragon’s Tail – 75 



 

Another Batt – 75 

 

Corinthia Knight – 73 as on debut 



 

Excellently Poised – Lumpy clumsy sort of build. 73 



 

Marchingontogether – 72 



 

Declaration Of Love – 71 as on debut 



 

T For Tango – 70 



 

Areen Faisal – 70 

 

Autumn Lodge – 68 



 

Nootka Sound – Clumsy, heavy build 75 

 

Magnus – Smallish, sloping croup, thought he was a bit better than this suggests. 73 



 

City Guest – Small and plain. 65 



 

Dahik – Looks like a small compact sprinter. Too bad to be true like the Varian horse at Windsor on 

Monday. Something amiss at the stable? 74 

 



June Dog – Still like him after I’d seen him here. Looks good enough to win races again but drifted to 

an exaggerated extent. Mystery, ground too firm? 73 

 

Declaration Of Peace – Little wrong with him in the paddock. Plenty of length and strength. Another 

mystery. 80 



 

Chatburn – Ok medium build. Withdrawn at start. 78 

 


